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Generating Realistic Open Loads—Part Two

By Gene Mangum

As mentioned in Part One, my railroad, the Mystic Branch is loosely based on the actual branch line from
San Antonio to Kerrville that was mostly abandoned in the early 1960’s. Most of the rail served industries
on the Branch do not receive any open type cars such as flats, open hoppers, or gondolas. Seven industries,
as discussed in some detail in Part One, do receive open type cars. For these industries, loads for flat cars,
gondolas, and open hoppers are necessary for any kind of realistic operation.
In Part One the commercially available open loads were discussed in some detail. As described, most of the
commercially available loads were enhanced to some degree to fit the specific needs of the rail served
customers. However, some types of loads, especially for gondolas, are not available commercially; either
entirely or at reasonable prices. So, it appeared that “scratch building” was the only, or at least the only
economical, solution to this quandary. Creating these types of loads is the subject of this article, Generating
Realistic Open Loads - Part Two.

P ow e r Po l e L o a d s

As discussed in Part One, the Lower Colorado River Authority (LCRA) is a power company that provides
electrical service to Kerrville and the surrounding communities. Most of the materials that are rail delivered
for the LCRA are carried on flat cars or in gondolas. The machinery and generators that LCRA gets
delivered by rail are available commercially; Power poles are not, specifically. I was able to adapt
commercially available power poles from Rix Products for these open loads. I generated two power pole
loads – 30’ and 40’ poles.

Thirty Foot Pole Load
For this load I used 30’ Rix Products power poles.
I stained the poles using a Testors CREATFX flat
black acrylic wash so that they appear as freshly
treated poles. According to various Internet
sources, the average weight of a 30’ power pole is
approximately 1100 lbs. It takes about four dozen
poles to fill up a standard gondola. Forty-eight 30’
poles weigh about 53,000 lbs., so the weight
capacity is not exceeded for 70 ton gondolas. The
loose poles need a bulkhead at each end to contain
them during acceleration and braking. The
bulkheads were constructed from strip wood and
scribed siding. Each bulkhead set is custom made
for the specific load. See Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1
shows the poles and bulkheads with a scale rule
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Figure 1 — 30’ Poles and Bulkheads and a Scale Rule
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reference. Figure 2 shows the load in a gondola with the bulkheads installed.

Figure 2 — 30’ Pole Load with Bulkheads in 70 ton Gondola

Forty Foot Pole Load
For the 40’ load, I used 40’ Rix Products
power poles. Again, I stained the poles
using a Testors CREATFX flat black
acrylic wash so that they appear as
freshly treated poles. The average weight
of a 40’ power pole is approximately
1,700 lbs. Again, it takes about four
dozen poles to fill up a standard gondola.
Forty-eight 40’ poles weigh about
82,000 lbs. This exceeds the standard
capacity for most 70 ton gondola; so, a
100 ton gondola is called for. As with
the 30’ poles, the 40’ poles also need a
bulkhead at each end to contain them
during acceleration and breaking. The
bulkheads were constructed from strip
wood and scribed siding. Again, each
bulkhead set is custom made for the
specific load. See Figures 3 and 4.
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Figure 3 — 40’ Pole Load with Bulkheads and a Scale Rule
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Figure 3 shows the poles and bulkheads with a scale rule for reference. Figure 4 shows the load in a 100 ton
gondola with the poles and bulkheads installed.

Figure 4 — 40’ Pole Load in a 100 ton Gondola

Pipe Loads

As mentioned in Part One, there are some commercial pipe loads available, but none fit the needs of the
Mystic Branch customers. All of the pipe type open loads for the Mystic Branch were scratch built from
different yet similar materials.

Steel Water Pipe
The steel water pipe ordered by a local contractor is
made from plastic soda straws, available nearly
everywhere. Each straw measures approximately 20
scale inches in diameter. To determine the number of
steel pipes that can reasonably be carried in a 100
ton gondola, I consulted a Pipe Standard chart that I
downloaded from allsteeelpipe.com. 20” steel pipe
with a wall thickness of 1” weighs 208.9 lbs. /ft.
Each pipe is 40 scale feet long; so each pipe weighs
approximately 8,400 lbs. The gondola that I use for
this load is a 100 ton RailGon with a maximum
capacity of 120,400 lbs. So the maximum number of
20” diameter 40’ pipes this gondola can realistically
carry is 14 (117,600 lbs.)
As mentioned earlier, the bulkheads were
constructed from strip wood and scribed siding.
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Figure 5 — 40’ Steel Pipes and Bulkheads and a Scale Rule
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Again, each bulkhead set is custom made for the specific load. To add a little weight to this load, I pressed
two galvanized drywall nails into each pipe. With the bulkheads, this raised the weight of the pipe load to 1
3/8 oz. After gluing the plastic straws together, I painted the bundle a rusty brown using enamel paint. I
added 1/32” chart tape to simulate steel banding. See Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows the pipe bundle and
bulkheads with a scale rule for reference. Figure 6 shows the load in a gondola with the pipe bundle and
bulkheads installed.

Figure 4 — 40’ Pole Load in a 100 ton Gondola

Figure 6 — 40’ Steel Pipes with Bulkheads in 100 ton Gondola

Well Casing Pipe
The well casing pipe delivered to Blount Energy is made from plastic cocktail stirrers, again available in
many places. Each stirrer is hollow and measures approximately 10 scale inches in diameter, almost perfect
for some well casing pipe. Each stirrer is 37 scale feet long. So, again using the Pipe Standard chart discussed
above I was able to calculate the scale weight of each pipe section. 10” pipe with 1.25” wall thickness weighs
115.7 lbs. /ft. So, a 37’ pipe then weighs approximately 4,300 lbs. The 100 ton gondolas that I use for this
load type have a carrying capacity of approximately 130,000 lbs. So, these gondolas can carry a maximum of
30 sections of well casing pipe (129,000 lbs.).
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This was the first “pipe” load that I
built. I started with a piece of scrap
scribed siding that I cut to a length of 4
½” and a width of 8.5 scale feet. The
siding is approximately 4 scale inches in
thickness, the same as the 4” x 4”
spacers used on the other courses. This
served as the foundation for the load. To
increase the weight, I added 5 pennies to
the center of the foundation. I added the
first course of pipes (stirrers) to the
foundation…two full length pipes on
the outside and 8, 5 scale foot pipes to
each end of the foundation outside of
the weights. I used Aleene’s Tacky glue
as an adhesive. I then painted the first
course of pipes a flat grimy black color.
When the paint was dry, I added 6, 4” x
4” x 8.5 scale foot spacers, and the next
Figure 7 — Well Casing Pipe and Bulkheads and a Scale Rule
course of 10 full length pipes. This
course was painted and when dry the
third and final course, 6 spacers and 10 pipes was added. This course was also painted and when the paint
was dry, I added 1/32” black chart tape to simulate the steel banding. The total weight of the load is 1 ¼ oz.
As mentioned earlier, the bulkheads were constructed from strip wood and scribed siding. Again, each
bulkhead set is custom made for the specific load. See figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 shows the pipe load and
bulkheads with a scale rule for reference. Figure 8 shows the pipe load in a 100 ton gondola with bulkheads
installed.
By the way, it appears that I have a “life time” supply of the raw materials for the water pipe and well casing
pipe loads. So if anyone is interested in creating these types of loads, let me know.

Figure 8 — Well Casing Pipe with
Bulkheads in 100 ton Gondola
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Drill Stem Pipe
Drill stem pipe used for oil and gas well drilling is
usually 4 to 5 inches in diameter and is usually 30 to
33 ft. in length. There were no readily available
straws or stirrers this small. So, the drill stem pipe
delivered to Blount Energy is made from 3/64”
diameter styrene rod which measures about 4 ½ scale
inches. Each rod (pipe) is 32’ long. According to the
Pipe Standard chart discussed above, each section of
drill stem weighs approximately 565 lbs. The
maximum number of drill stem sections that fit in a
heavy duty gondola is 162, (18 pipes wide by 9 tall).
So, the total weight of the load is 91,530 lbs.; easily
within the capacity of a 100 ton gondola.
For this load I started by building a box out of .020
Figure 9 — Bottom view of Drill Stem Load
styrene, 22 scale feet long, 8 feet wide and 3 ½ feet
tall. I used liquid plastic cement to bond the sections.
Then, to add a little weight, I added 15 pennies in the
box, secured with Walthers Goo. For the first seven
rows of pipe, I secured one full length pipe to each
side of the box and 16, 5 scale foot sections to each
end of the box. For the last two rows I used 18 full
length sections of rod. See Figure 9 for a bottom view
of the load. Once completed, I painted the load with
flat grimy black and when the paint was dry, I added
1/32” black chart tape to simulate the steel banding.
The total weight of the load is 2 1/8 oz. As discussed
earlier, the bulkheads were constructed from strip
wood and scribed siding. Again, each bulkhead set is
custom made for the specific load. See figures 10 and
11. Figure 10 shows the pipe load and bulkheads with Figure 10 — Drill Stem Load with Bulkheads and Scale Rule
a scale rule for reference. Figure 11 shows the drill
stem load in a 100 ton gondola with bulkheads installed.

Figure 11 — Drill Stem with Bulkheads in
100 ton Gondola
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S P Ra i l ro a d Ma i n t e n a n c e L o a d s

As mentioned in Part One of this series, the other “customer” of the Val Verde Team Track that receives
open loads is the SP Railroad. Rail is generally shipped on 100 ton heavy duty flat cars. Ties are shipped on
flats or in gondolas…generally gondolas.

Railroad Ties
The tie bundles that are shipped to the SP Agent
in ValVerde were created from Campbell Scale
Model ties that came with a kit I purchased in
the 1970’s. The scale ties came in two lengths
8’ (standard ballasted ties) and 10’ (bridge ties).
The first step was to stain the ties so they
appeared to be freshly treated. For this I used
India ink mixed with a slight amount of 90%
alcohol. The ties were soaked for an hour or so
and then spread onto a paper towel to dry.
According to several Internet sources, new 8’
ties weigh approximately 250 lbs. per tie; 10’
ties weigh approximately 325 lbs. per tie. So, a
bundle of 50, 8’ ties weighs approximately
12,500 lbs. and a 50 tie bundle of 10’ ties weighs
approximately 16,250 lbs. Each bundle of ties is
10 ties wide by 5 ties tall. I added 4” x 4” x 8‘
spacers under each bundle and 1/32” chart tape
around each bundle to simulate steel banding. I
had enough ties to create 5, 50 tie bundles of the
8’ ties, which creates a nice load for a standard
70 ton gondola. Likewise, I had enough of the
10’ ties to create 3, 50 tie bundles; again, a nice
Figure 12 — 8’ and 10’ Tie Bundle Loads with Scale Rule
load for a 70 ton gondola. See Figures 12, 13,
and 14. Figure 12 shows the two tie bundle types with a scale rule for reference. Figure 13 shows the 5, 8’ tie
bundles in a 70 ton gondola. Figure 14 shows the 3, 10’ tie loads in another 70 ton gondola.

Figure 13 — 8’ Tie Loads in 70 ton Gondola
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Figure 14 — 10’ Tie Loads in 70 ton Gondola
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Railroad Rail
The new rail shipped to the SP Agent in
Val Verde is made up of 39 scale foot
lengths
of
Micro
Engineering
Weathered code 83 rail. Code 83 rail
represents 115 lb. rail pretty closely.
115 lb. rail implies that the rail weighs
115 lbs. per yard. So, a 39’ section of
115 lb. rail weighs about 1495 lbs. For
the rail load, I used 50 sections of rail
arranged in a 10 rails wide by 5 high
configuration. So, the weight of the
load is 74,750 lbs. The load is designed
for a 60’ Heavy Duty Flat. I added 4” x
4” by 9’ spacers under the first row of
rails and between each subsequent row.
1/32” chart tape represents the steel
Figure 15 — Rail Load with Bulkheads and a Scale Rule
banding. As always, the bulkheads
were constructed from strip wood and
scribed siding. Again, each bulkhead set is custom made for the specific load. See figures 15 and 16. Figure
15 shows the rail load and bulkheads with a scale rule for reference. Figure 16 shows the rail load on a 100
ton 60’ Heavy Duty Flat car with bulkheads installed.

Figure 16 — Rail Load with Bulkheads on 100 ton Flat
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Glass Cullet Load

One of the unfortunate by-products of any
bottling operation is glass bottle breakage,
referred to as cullet. So the Mystic Brewing
Company has occasion to ship this glass
cullet, generally on a monthly basis. To
create a cullet load, I visited my local
Michael’s Craft Store looking for some
appropriate materials. I settled on coarse
stone granules from Ashland. I bought two
containers; one rose colored and one black.
To generate the load, I mixed the two colors
in approximately equal parts and stored them
in a loose container. See Figure 17. The
granules are then poured loosely into a
gondola to simulate the load. Generally
speaking, weight is not a factor; so, any spare
gondola will do. Unloading the gondola is
easy…just pour the granules back in the
container. Figure 18 shows the glass cullet in
a 100 ton gondola.

Figure 17 — Glass Cullet Load with Scale Rule

Figure 18 — Glass Cullet Load in 100 ton Gondola

It also appears that I have a “life time” supply of the raw materials for a glass cullet load. So if anyone is
interested in creating load such a load, let me know.
Well, this is the end of the Generating Realistic Open Loads series. If anyone has any questions or comments,
feel free to give me a call or send me an email.
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American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series
By Jeff Williams
Chapter 2: A Call to Muster – Part 1: The Northern Situation
As hostilities became eminent between the Union/Northern states and the Confederate/Southern states,
both sides needed to raise and train armies. The Northern states, of course, already had an army but in
1861 it was not of sufficient size to fight a major war. The Union also had a good stockpile of weapons
and munitions, including frigates that were almost immediately dispatched to block the Southern ports.
The Southern states had neither trained men nor significant weaponry to initiate any major battle, let
alone begin an offensive. As in just about every aspect of military considerations during the Civil War
the Union had significant advantages in all these areas. However, problems existed, and both sides faced
issues that had to be dealt with and many of those problems and solutions involved the use of railroads.
“Railroads had never been called on to transport hundreds of thousands of troops over great distances and
follow them with numberless tons of food, munitions and supplies. Military strategy based on long
supply lines serviced by rail was yet to be devised. The co-ordination of railroad facilities necessary to
forage thousands of army horses and mules far from the grain fields was undreamed of.”1
For the North the main issue was geography. The Northern Capitol, Washington, D.C., lay adjacent to
Virginia (right across the Potomac River). In fact, had Maryland voted to join the Southern states in
succession, Washington, D.C. would have been surrounded by Confederate states. Maryland, a slaveholding state, was seriously divided over the issue of succession. The situation became so tenuous that
President Lincoln suspended the Maryland state constitution (which was likely to have been found to be
illegal had this issue ever been formally litigated) and requested troops to help guard the Capitol. The
Union had to defend their Capitol at all costs! Federal troops from Massachusetts and Pennsylvania were
summoned and arrived in Baltimore via rail, where they had to march through the city to board another
train to travel down to Washington, D. C. During this march through downtown Baltimore to get to
Camden Station the troops encountered an angry, stone-throwing mob. Fearful for their lives, the soldiers
fled, and some fired into the angry Maryland citizenry as well, resulting in first bloodshed (4 soldiers and
12 civilians killed) of the American Civil War (Baltimore Riot of April 19, 1861). So, like so many other
cities in the South individual railroads servicing a city did not connect with each other in Baltimore.
Perhaps had these rail lines been connected, might it have been possible for the Federal forces to slip
through Baltimore without this unfortunate incident from occurring? One thing was certain: This
incident further enraged Marylanders towards wanting to side with the South. This incident also inspired
the Maryland Governor and Baltimore Mayor to order the destruction of all railroad bridges leading into
the city from the North to prevent any additional Federal troops from entering the city. This order was
carried out the next day as tracks and bridges and telegraph lines of the Northern Central and
Philadelphia, Wilmington, and Baltimore railroads were destroyed by a willing populace. Suddenly
Washington, D.C. was totally cut off from knowledge as to what was happening a mere 50 miles North of
the Capitol.
A rather interesting compromise was eventually offered by Maryland to the U.S. Government. The state
would not secede from the Union, but the Northern rail lines would not be reopened, and all Federal
troops had to leave the state. These terms were unacceptable to Washington and in May 1861, Marshall
Law was imposed on Maryland and Federal troops were dispatched to Baltimore. Guns mounted on
Federal Hill and in Fort McHenry were turned or positioned to fire on the City of Baltimore, if resistance
continued. In addition, there were many notable political and other opposition arrests made essentially
quenching any remaining opposition.
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As established above, because of the tenuous situation of the Norther Capitol, a decision was made early
on to bring much of the Union army and many of the new recruits from primarily the Northeastern states
to Washington D. C. to form individual army units, as part of the Army of the Potomac, and receive
mandatory military training in camps located around the Capitol. By directive from Lincoln’s Secretary
of War, Simon Cameron, troops were to arrive by rail.
By 1861 the network of railroads in the Northern states was already quite impressive. Major cities were
linked together with rail lines that extending out like a spider web in many directions. Four main rail
lines crossed the Allegheny Mountains, which allowed troops and supplies located in the Northwest
Territory to get to the Eastern shore. However, bringing all those troops and weaponry and munitions
into Washington, D. C. was going to put increased wear and tear on often poorly built track, bridges,
existing locomotive power, and rail cars. Furthermore, Northern rail lines heading southbound essentially
terminated in or near Baltimore MD. There was only one single track Baltimore and Ohio rail line
heading South to Washington, D.C. that would have to handle all that traffic! This became known as the
“Baltimore Bottleneck”.

The Baltimore Bottleneck was a significant military risk for the Union, especially given sentiments of the
local populace. However, despite concrete threats that the Washington B&O rail line would be damaged
or destroyed by Maryland Southern sympathizers, the Federal government initially ignored this situation.
Simon Cameron also had a significant conflict of interest as his family held a controlling stock interest in
the Northern Central Railroad. The Northern Central was in fierce competition with the B&O to bring
troops and war materials East into the Capitol. Whether it was the threat from Southern sympathizers to
sabotage B&O rail facilities or for personal gain, Cameron ordered the B&O, West of Relay House
closed to the transport of Federal troops further exacerbating the situation.
The Derail — November 2018
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Several solutions were generated to resolve these issues. Troops were stationed along critical rail lines to
protect them and water transport solutions were implemented to bring troops and supplies into Annapolis
to get around destroyed rail facilities and an angry populace. In addition, the B&O line between
Washington and Annapolis Junction was essentially seized by Lincoln’s War Department. However,
these solutions were slow, tedious, and wholly inadequate to support the North’s war effort. This morass
eventually forced President Lincoln to remove Simon Cameron as his Secretary of War and he replaced
him with Edwin McMasters Stanton. Stanton, who had previously been President of the Illinois Central
Railroad, turned out to be an exceptional choice.
One must remember that at the time of the Civil War most railroads were essentially point-to-point
operations owned by individual companies. A “carrot and stick approach” was utilized with the Northern
rail companies by the Union – Washington, D.C. would pay these companies a higher fare for transport of
war materials and men, however they expected top priority in return, in support of the war effort.
However, if one of these railroad companies failed to provide this priority the company would simply be
taken over by the government. The willingness to take this action had already been demonstrated by the
Federal Government by the taking of the Baltimore-to-Washington B&O line.
Stanton also had the foresight to create the United States Military Railroads (USMR) command, which
maintained track and bridges, built new rail lines and railroad facilities, and repaired existing rail
facilities that had been sabotaged by Confederate raiders, and repaired captured Southern rail lines and
bridges that had been destroyed by retreating Confederate soldiers as the war progressed. The USMR
employed as many as 100,000 men to perform these tasks.
1

“Victory Rode the Rails: The Strategic Place of the Railroads in the Civil War”, Bobbs-Merrill, 1953
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By Don Formanek

2018 National Narrow-Gauge Convention
Attending the National Narrow Gauge Convention is like drinking water from a fire hose! You will come home
exhausted, but exhilarated, ready to hit the train room with tons of new ideas and new purchases!

We got started by Chuck Lind coming over to spend the evening at my house on Sunday August 26, so we
could get an early morning start on Monday. Our first stop was the Diboll History Center. We went out in
back to see their Texas South Eastern 4-6-0 ten-wheeler, log car and caboose. Inside we viewed their
displays and met with the curator of the Museum. They have enough material about east Texas logging
that we will be making another visit.
At the 2017 Convention we shared a table while eating with Bill Hobbs whose Sn3 layout was recently
featured in the Narrow Gauge & Shortline Gazette. We stopped in Little Rock, Arkansas to visit his layout
and then went to Jacksonville, a suburb of Little Rock, and stopped at Rail & Sprue Hobbies to make some
purchases. We stopped for the night in Pocahontas Arkansas.
Since we were running ahead of schedule to pick up David Fritsche at the St. Louis airport we decided to
take about a four-mile detour to go to the Moark Railroad Museum in Poplar Bluff, Missouri.
Unfortunately, they were closed but we did get to look at their outside displays. Maybe they will be open
when we go to the 2020 National Narrow Gauge Convention in St. Louis. Since we were still running
The Derail — November 2018
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ahead of our scheduled time to pick up David, we went to Mark Twain Hobbies in St. Louis. After
shopping there we picked up David at the airport and headed across the Mississippi to Illinois to visit Pete
Smith’s Sn3 train layout. I found out that Pete, like myself, is afflicted by MSD (Multiple Scale Disorder).
As I did, he has gone larger in scale to Fn3 1:20.3. We then headed to Springfield, Illinois and spent the
night in a Drury Hotel, the same chain where the 2019 LSR convention will be. They give you two drink
coupons and have free light food in the evening as well as breakfast in the morning. The next morning, we
went to the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum. I had been there as a kid, but it has been
totally redone. They did a great job including a hologram presentation.
Chuck grew up in Elgin, Illinois so we went to B & G Trains & Hobbies which is now being run by the
son of a friend that Chuck grew up with. We then went to the Valley Model Railroad Association where
Chuck used to be a member. The club is housed in an old train station and power substation for the electric
Chicago, Aurora, and Elgin RR. He had some older items that he gave to the club. We spent the night in
Elgin. Next stop was to the town of Huntley, a railroad club in a Sunset City development of Dell Web.
Then it was a short drive to Union and the Illinois Railway Museum where my brother was waiting for us.
The Illinois Railway Museum has the largest collection of historic railway equipment in America.
100 acres, 20 buildings, 9 car barns, over 400 pieces of equipment. We went to the trolley barn
where Chuck had arranged to meet the guy in charge of that barn. Chuck donated some paperwork
that he had collected from when the CA&E shut down. The guy opened one of the beautifully
restored cars for us and hooked up the power, so the lights could be turned on. Besides their
regular gift shop, they have an old baggage car that is filled with used books. The shop was closed
but my brother had gone to one of the offices and they opened for us. The prices on the books were
very good and when we went to check out the prices were even lower than the prices marked on
the books. We all wished that we had purchased more books at those prices.
We then left the museum to drive to Williams Bay, Wisconsin to stay at my brother’s summer
home. Both of my grandparents had purchased places up there in the 1920’s. It is where my mother
and father had met as teenagers. I had spent every summer up their while growing up. The next
morning, we drove to the city of Lake Geneva and took the Walworth mail boat tour around the
lake. The mail boat tour is more interesting than the other tours because the mail jumper jumps off
the bow of the boat, runs to put the mail in the mail box and then runs to jump back on the stern of
the boat. The boat does not stop. The mail jumper did not fall in on this trip but at the last pier was
thrown into the lake, it was part of a tradition that the jumper would be thrown in on their last day
on the job before returning to school. The mail boat also travels much closer to shore giving you a
better view of the large estate properties than the other tour boats.
Our next planned stop was the Mid-Continent Railroad Museum in North Freedom WI, but that
was not to be. Because of torrential rains in the area, the Baraboo River had flooded, and the
museum was under 1-1/2 ft. of water. Currently, they have only partially reopened. We then went
to Circus World Museum. They do have some of the old railroad equipment used to transport the
circus. It was interesting to see their huge collection of restored circus wagons and the shop where
they do the restoration. Wisconsin Dells was our next stop and we took the boat tour of the upper
dells to see the unusual rock formations. Since we were again running ahead of schedule we
decided to go to the National Railway Museum in Green Bay. Because it was a Sunday the
museum did not open until 11:00. Chuck and David went to the Packers Hall of Fame Museum. I
am not a football fan, so while I waited I read about Green Bay. One of the things that I learned is
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that in Green Bay the first splinter free toilet paper was developed in 1900.
After they finished the tour of Lambeau Field we went to the train museum. One of the highlights
of their equipment is the Eisenhower train, an A4 Class locomotive, the only one in the United States.
This British made locomotive was renamed for Dwight D. Eisenhower after World War II. Along with this
engine are two London and North Eastern Railroad cars that were converted for Eisenhower’s use during
WWII and UP Big Boy #4017, and they even have a Shay.
Still being ahead of schedule we headed toward Laona WI to go to the Lumber Jack Steam Train &
Camp 5 Museum. On our way there, as we were going through Wabeno WI we saw the Wabeno
Logging Museum. It was an excellent surprise for us. They had a Phoenix log hauler on display.
Probably the best way that I can describe it would be that it looked like a steam locomotive with
vertical pistons like a Shay but under the locomotive were tracks like a caterpillar tractor. There
were skis up in front with a vertical steering column that was used by the driver who sat up where
the cow catcher would be. Inside the museum they had some good displays, and on a table, there
were some photo albums with excellent old logging pictures. We continued north to Laona, but we
found out that the train and museum had already closed for the season. We then headed west
towards Minnesota, we did not find out until we were at the convention that when we went very
near Rhinelander they have the Pioneer Park Historical Complex. The complex includes the
Rhinelander School Museum, the Logging Museum, Soo Line Depot, Civilian Conservation Corps
Museum, model railroad display and an outdoor display of a recreation of an 1870’s lumberjack camp,
with a wide variety of lumberjack equipment and an outstanding collection of items and artifacts from
Rhinelander’s past. We did stop at the Paul Bunyan Logging Camp Museum in Eau Claire. The
museum has about six log cabins that include big cut, blacksmith shop, gift shop, heavy equipment
shed, interpretive center, tall tales, and tool shed.
We then drove to Minneapolis to check into the convention hotel. Early the next morning we
boarded two charter buses for the drive to Duluth. We unloaded at Lake Superior Railroad
Museum which is housed in the old Union Depot and got a chance to see most of the museum
before we had to load up on the train. My highlights at the museum were the Depot square,
McGiffert log loader, and rotary snow plow. They have eight steam engines which include:
William Crooks #1 4-4-0 1861 St. Paul & Pacific, first locomotive in Minnesota
Minnetonka #1 0-4-0 1870, first locomotive on the Northern Pacific
Duluth & Northeastern #28 2-8-0 Consolidation 1906 (this engine was supposed to pull our train,
but it was down for maintenance)
Northern Pacific #2435 2-6-2 Prairie 1907
Duluth & Northern Minnesota #14 2-8-2 Mikado 1913 Baldwin
Minnesota Steel #7 0-4-0T 1915
Soo Line #2719 4-6-2 Pacific 1923 Alco
Duluth, Missabe and Iron Range #227 2-8-8-4 Yellowstone, 1941 Baldwin (this engine has the
drivers moving slowly, electrically powered)
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We boarded the North Shore Scenic Railroad for the ride to the Duluth and Iron Range Depot
Museum in Two Harbors. The ride was supposed to be steam powered but because of mechanical
problems they had to use diesel. The outdoor display has a 2 -6-0 Mogul, early ore car, caboose and
a 2-8-8-4 #229 Yellowstone. While we were there an ore boat had just finished loading up on the
far side of the ore dock and was backing out, and we kept seeing more of it, and more of it, and
more of it until we could see the full 1,000 ft. length. We then boarded the train for the return trip
and then the bus to get us back to the convention hotel.
Web picked up Craig Brantley at the Minneapolis airport on Wednesday and started touring
layouts.
Wednesday: 1-5 layout tours, 6:30-10:30 clinics & vendors
Thursday: 8-12 clinics & vendors, 1-5 layout tours, 6:30-10:30 clinics & vendors
Friday; 8-12 clinics & vendors, 1-5 layout tours, 6:30-10:30 clinics & vendors
Saturday: 8-12 clinics & vendors, 1-5 layout tours, 6:30 Awards, Next five years conventions,
Narrow Gauge Preservation Foundation Auction, Close
That schedule does not include meeting in the bar after 10:30 to talk with friends that you see at
each convention.
Layouts 33

Garden Layouts 2

Club Layouts 4

Hobby Shops 4

Vendors 83

Clinics 48, 8 clinic rooms

I did not get the count of modular layouts on display. The contest room was open for viewing
during clinic and vendor hours.
Most homes up there have basements, there was one in a third -floor attic of a very old Victorian
house.
We visited 17 layouts and two hobby shops
Chuck won these awards: 1 st place Diorama, 1 st place Geared Steam Engines, 3 rd place Log Cars
I flew back to Houston early Sunday morning to leave for Costa Rica early on Monday. Just barely
enough time to have my wife wash my clothes and for me to repack. I did not even have a chance
to open all the mail that had come while I was gone for the two weeks.
Chuck’s wife, Laurie, flew up to Minneapolis during the week and they rode back to Texas
together, stopping in Elgin Illinois to do some family research. Chuck hauled a lot of my train
clothes and my purchases back home with him.
We already have already registered and reserved our hotel room for 2019 in Sacramento CA.
Future NNGC will be 2020 St. Louis MO, 2021 Hickory NC, 2022 Seattle WA, 2023 Denver CO,
2024 ?
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Mark’s Minute

By Mark Couvillion

Your power districts need to distribute power to the rails. There are several ways to build
power tie-ins to the bus. The easiest is with the 3M Scotchlock displacement connectors
(suitcase connectors). The red ones work with 12 and 14 AWG wire as the bus and a smaller
feeder wire to the rails. We will cover those in a later article.

Another type of connection is with barrier strips. These terminals allow wires to be
connected with screws to an insulated strip. There can be from 2 to 12 or more insulated
connections on a barrier strip. Use of crimped terminals on the ends of the wires enable
multiple wires to be connected to each terminal. These are best for larger gauge layouts or
where changes may be planned for the future (like planning for a signaling system). It is
much easier to make changes and troubleshoot wiring with screw terminals rather than
displacement connectors.
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REALISTIC OPERATIONS ON YOUR MODEL RAILROAD 28

By Al Partlow

This month, we are going to take a look at Rail Yard Layout and Design and how the proper yard
layout makes for more prototypical and interesting operations on our model railroads. Regardless of
how well thought out the operating plan is for your railroad, unless your yards are designed for
efficient operation, your entire layout will never function as it should.
While all layouts do not require large classification yards, even a smaller layout with just a branch
line operation will become more interesting with the addition of at least one small yard. While in
this discussion we will focus primarily on larger yards, we will address smaller yards for branch line
and urban industrial yard operations to a lesser degree.
When designing a major classification yard, it is not only necessary to consider the efficient
classification of rail cars, but also auxiliary features such as RIP Tracks, Caboose Tracks, Hold
Tracks, and the list goes on and on. The location of Arrival and Departure Tracks are also a key
ingredient of a smooth flowing yard operation.
The first question to be addressed is the number of classification tracks you really need. The answer
to this question lies in the number of destinations the yard is classifying for and if more than one
destination can be included on the same track. Hopefully, the answer to this question is yes as very
few of us have enough space to provide a classification track for every single destination on our
layout or beyond in staging.
The next critical consideration in designing a yard is the length of the yard lead or drill track. The
optimum length should allow for the switch crew to pull an entire track without having to make a cut
on the cars in that track or at least not make a cut in a “block” going to one destination. The lead
must also not block access to the main line, arrival/departure tracks, or locomotive service facility
leads.
If your yard contains any sort of icing facility, freight house or piggyback ramp, the yard lead must
not interfere with movements in and out of these areas. Any time you are handling long blocks of
cars to and from these facilities, it would be better served to access them from a track other than the
yard lead. If you are handling only a few cars in and out of smaller facilities is it okay to have them
located on the yard lead.
All large classification yards have some form of RIP (repair in place) facility to handle the inevitable
light repair of rail cars moving through the yard. It is certainly better not to access this type of area
from the main yard lead, although these repair tracks must be accessible from at least some
convenient auxiliary lead track.
Although modern era modelers do not have to be concerned with Caboose Tracks, most of us who
model prior to the end of the caboose era should have such a track in our major yards. Depending on
the location you model, you may even require more than one such track for each direction. These
tracks should be accessible from your arrival/departure tracks since you must pull cabooses from
inbound trains prior to classification and place them on outbound trains once built in departure
tracks.
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REALISTIC OPERATIONS ON YOUR MODEL RAILROAD 28

By Al Partlow

Obviously, engine house leads should be located in proximity to arrival/departure tracks without
interfering with the main yard lead. This also enables switch crews to spot loaded cars of sand, fuel
and other motive power related materials and pull empties without getting in the way of car
classification work on the yard lead.
I mentioned earlier that on smaller layouts with branch line or industrial switching operations that a
small yard or two can really make for some additional interesting operational features. Since on a
smaller layout there are obviously fewer destinations on or off the layout, the need for classification
tracks is reduced substantially. You really do not have to even have a yard lead as switching can be
done on the main track. It is important, however, to consider including a run-around-track or at least
a crossover to facilitate locomotive movements. Facilities such as RIP Tracks, Caboose Tracks and
Hold Tracks are certainly not necessary in a smaller yard, but can always be added for interest
should one desire.
Before we conclude this discussion, here are a few considerations as to where to locate a large yard
on your layout. First, keep in mind that aisle space is critical when locating a large yard facility.
The bigger the yard, the more people will be required to operate the facility in an efficient and fluid
manner. Not only will you need a Yard Master and Switch Crews, but also possibly a Hostler for
moving motive power or a Yard Clerk to handle the paperwork. All of these bodies take up aisle
space and with road crews entering and leaving the facility, small narrow aisles can mean disaster
for smooth operations. If the layout is a multiple deck setup, then considerations such as operator
“reach” and interference with lower level operators must also be taken into consideration.
Yards are a great addition to a layout, be it large or small. However, take the time to fully analyze
your operational needs before including a yard in the design of a new layout or adding to an existing
layout. Some careful thought and planning on the front end can make for a much more efficient
operation and, in turn, a great source of fun for your operators.

Switching at MKT Houston Eureka Yard in 1980

Aerial view East End MKT Houston Eureka Yard

Michael Spoor Collection

Michael Spoor Collection
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Derail Archives April 1995

Submitted by Richard Louvet

How Fast is My Train Running?
By Larry Redmond

As operators, we are always curious about how fast a train is running on our layout. Over
the years the model railroad press has presented different methods of determining the
speed, but almost always the methods have involved graphs, nomograms, and other
devices which take too long to work out. There is a simpler way of determining the speed
of the train, however. What is more, every one of us has the necessary equipment to
determine the speed.
The method is based on the simple fact that a speed of 60 mph is equivalent to 88 feet per
second. Our model railroads are made up of numerous 40-foot freight cars, and 80-foot
passenger cars. While two 40-foot cars (or one 80-foot passenger car) do not exactly equal
88 feet, the measurement is close enough for our purpose.
To find the speed that a train is running, fix your eye on a point near enough to the track to
permit seeing the passage of cars in peripheral vision. Count the number of 40-foot cars (or
80-foot cars) that pass the point as you count the seconds. If ten 40-foot cars (or five 80foot cars) pass in five seconds, the train is running near 60 mph; if it takes ten seconds, the
train is moving at 30 mph. It won’t take long to become proficient at rapidly estimating the
speed of your trains.
When you start operating at near-scale speeds, the trains won't seem to be moving very
fast. Try this, however. Place your eye about five scale feet above the track, and about ten
scale feet away, and view the train as it passes at 60 mph, that is ten 40-foot cars passing in
five seconds. You won't get the true sound, or the rush of the wind, but the visual effect
will be very close to what you would get if you dared stand that close to a prototype train
passing at that speed.
The following table gives some approximations that can be used as guides.
Speed
15 mph

Time of Passage
(10 40ft cars)
20 seconds

Time of Passage
(15 40ft cars)
30 seconds

Time of Passage
(20 40ft cars)
40 seconds

23 mph

15 seconds

22 ½ seconds

30 seconds

30 mph

10 seconds

15 seconds

20 seconds

60 mph

5 seconds

7 ½ seconds

10 seconds

Once you've got the hang of timing your trains this way, it should be very easy to quickly
estimate the scale speed of any train on your layout. Try it - you'll like it.
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October Minutes
President Bob Barnett called the meeting to order
at 6:55pm.
Virginia Freitag and Geoffrey and Divina Hogno
were responsible for punch and cookies at the
meeting.
David Currey introduced Rick Jones for a clinic:
“Train Games for the PC”. Rick covered several
railroad games in real-time on the PC. They ran
the gamut from super realistic operations games
to versions of older board games. The more
realistic games will require a faster CPU, hard
drive and high-end graphics card. The games can
be purchased from Steam at
https://store.steampowered.com/
Treasurer’s Report
The September minutes were approved as
published. The September 28 bank balance was
$13,949.90. Income for the month was $2760 in
GHTS table sales. Expense for the month was
$105 for GHTS advertising in Model Railroader.
Welcome Packets
Dick Louvet passed around a sign-up sheet for
visitor “buddies” starting in January. There will
be a brief get together during the break at the
November meeting.
Greater Houston Train Show
Robert Ashcraft reported that all but 5 tables
have been sold.
Fall Layout Tour
Craig Brantley handed out flyers for the fall tour.
The website will have the latest information.
Gordon Stockman’s layout will be open again.
The layout will be sold off during the tour.

By Richard Louvet

Jim Long’s Gnaw Bone and Western will be
open during the tour. It will not be running, and
the equipment will be available for sale. To date,
there are 58 locations (layouts, clubs, museums)
on this year’s tour including 10 new locations.
Craig will have club brochures and display
holders at the next meeting for tour hosts to
display.
Lone Star Region/ Division 8
The annual meeting at Zube park was a success
despite the rain. 47 people attended. Monthly
clinics continue.
Visit http://www.texasgulfdivision.org/ for the
latest LSR information.
Derail
Bob Sabol thanked JayC. Williams and Mark
Couvillion for starting new series in the Derail.
Old Business
Jeff Williams suggested advertising in “Houston
on the Cheap” for the train show. A discussion
followed on existing GHTS advertising including
Ed Dibble’s post cards. Gene Magnum
mentioned we are already on several sites. Divina
Gato-Hogno brought up using Facebook to
increase tour and show attendance. Concern’s
were raised over the “permanence” of open web
postings. There were no motions.
New Business
The 2020 LSR convention will be held in
conjunction with the GHTS that year.
The meeting adjourned at 8:49.
Respectively submitted,
Dick Louvet
Secretary/Treasurer

Upcoming Meeting Location and Date Changes
Please mark your calendars… The December Meeting will be the annual Christmas party
hosted by the Freitags. More information will be in the next Derail. Due to New Year’s Day
falling on the first Tuesday, the January meeting will be on Tuesday, January 8th.
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San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the
first Tuesday of each month at 7pm

Bayland Community Center
6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX
Click here for directions

Visitors are always welcome!

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org

Officers

Webmaster: Brian Jansky

President: Robert (Bob) Barnett MMR
rbarnett@ljaengineering.com
Vice-President: David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Director at Large: Chuck Lind MMR
chucklind46@gmail.com
Past President: Rex Ritz
icrex@yahoo.com

Next Meeting
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6

Derail Staff

“From Weehauken to West Point”

Conductor: Bob Sabol
bsabol@stillmeadow.com

by

Engineer: Terri Brogoitti
tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com

Dick Louvet

Brakemen:
Mark Couvillion
(mark_couvillion@hotmail.com)
David N. Currey
(texasandlouisiana@msn.com)
Don Formanek (locogeared@gmail.com)
Brian Jansky (brianj844@gmail.com)
Richard Louvet (rlouvet@att.net)
Gene Magnum (semangum@windstream.net)
Al Partlow (alswitch@aol.com )
Jeff Williams (mellowmiata@hotmail.com)

Refreshments:
Virginia Freitag (drinks)
Ben and Liz Harris (cookies)

Video Corner

“Texas 1947 Johnny Cash with Lyrics”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=40&v=10ll77ep_2k
(Submitted by Bob Werre)
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